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The DSA-sponsored “Science, Scripture and Salvation” radio broadcast is now heard
each Sunday at 12:30 PM. This 15-minute program is found on KPDQ 93.9 FM.

UPCOMING PROGRAMS:
September 2: Will You Bee Mine
Of all God’s little creatures, one of the least appreciated is the bee. In the garden, children will duck
and run when a bee buzzes by. But bees are amazing insects that help provide for our survival. To
hear how, tune in!

September 9: The Dead Sea Scrolls
In the Judean desert, a treasure trove of ancient documents were hidden in caves for nearly two thousand years. Of great importance to both Christians
and Jews, what can we learn from the Dead Sea
Scrolls? To find out, join us!

September 16: Deadly Ocean Creatures
The phrase “deadly ocean creatures” may bring to
mind the shark. However, there are many other

SUNDAYS:
12:30 PM

denizens of the deep just as dangerous, though they
lack the teeth and bite of the shark. What are they?
Tune in to learn more!

September 23: Origins Controversy
Were we created or are we here by chance? This
question has fueled the fire of the origins debate,
but if opposing scientists see the same evidence,
why the controversy? Listen in to this interesting
discussion!

September 30: Rocks Rock!
We walk on them, admire their beauty, use them in
buildings, and tell our children not to throw them!
Though rocks may not be exciting to everyone, they
are a fascinating part of God’s creation. Tune in!

Additional donations or
monthly pledges to this
project may be sent to:

Gift Envelope

Enclosed

Design Science Association
PMB 218, 465 NE 181st Av.
Portland, OR 97230

Thank you for your support!

As a reminder, DSA is now recognized as a
501(c)(3) tax exempt organization and will
be issuing (end of the year) tax deductable
receipts for donations. We have enclosed a
return envelope—thank you for donations.

Morning meeting
9 AM on the
third Saturday,
Sept. 15, 2007

“And the LORD said, Behold, the people is one, and they have all one language: and this they begin
to do: and now nothing will be restrained from them, which they have imagined to do.” Gen 11:5-6
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An Association for Good Science

Meets monthly at Rolling Hills Community Church, 3550 SW Borland Rd, Tualatin, Oregon
Discount creation book & video sales table at every meeting.
For more information, call (503) 665-9563 Website: www.pdxdsa.org

Mailing address:
PMB 218, 465 NE 181st Av.
Portland, OR 97230

E-mail: krhogan@verizon.net

Address Changes: mail to PMB
address or E-mail to: kghoward
@cascadeaccess.com

Featured Books and Movies

at DSA Booktable!

Subject of this month’s meeting, this colorful
book is now in its 3rd edition. Presents fascinating, intriguing material to show that humans
have always been highly intelligent. From
ancient maps, ziggurats, pyramids and startling
ancient inventions, the evidence demonstrates
the truth of the biblical account of human history. The facts do not support evolution!

DSA Booktable price: $14

A geneticist from a major university, Dr. John Sanford examines
the validity of evolution’s Primary
Axiom—that man is merely the
result of random mutations plus
natural selection. This revolutionary book details compelling new
genetic evidence that the human
genome is deteriorating, and has
always been deteriorating due to
accumulations of mutations. The
more scientists discover about the
human genome, the less plausible
Darwinism is. Dr. Sanford systematically lays out the scientific
case against mutations resulting in
the origin of species. A must read
for every biologist or person interested in biology.

The Greeks
knew exactly
who Noah
was: they
called him
Nereus, the
Wet One.
Noah was not
some vague
figure remembered by a
few maverick
Greek artists.
They and
sculptors actually defined
the rapid
growth of
their contrary
religious outlook in direct relation to Noah and his loss of authority. Greek artists portrayed the victory of their mancentered religion as the simultaneous defeat of Noah
and his Yahweh-believing children. The 12 labors of
Herakles (the Nimrod of Genesis) sculpted on the
temple of Zeus at Olympia (Section III), in and of
themselves, chronicled and celebrated mankind’s successful rebellion against Noah and his God after the
Flood. The most important part of this book may be
Section IV which explains why the scholarly world
remains blind to the obvious and simple historical
truths expressed in ancient art. The book includes
over 130 illustrations, including computer reconstructions of ancient sculptures by Holmes Bryant.

This 60-minute program is a compelling adaptation of Lee Strobel's
personal journey from atheism to faith
in God... a journey in search of the
truth about intelligent design in the
universe. During his academic years,
Lee became convinced that God was
outmoded, a belief that colored his
ensuing career as an award-winning
journalist at the Chicago Tribune .
Science made the idea of a Creator
irrelevant... or so Strobel thought.
Has science discovered God? At the
very least, it’s giving faith an
immense boost as new findings
emerge about the incredible complexity of life and our universe.
Highlighted by spectacular computer animation, The Case for a Creator
DVD is a remarkable film in which you’ll encounter the mind-stretching
discoveries from cosmology, cellular biology, DNA research, astronomy,
physics, and human consciousness.
More than 40 minutes of bonus features.

DSA Booktable price: $10

DSA Booktable price: $15

Rick &
Sidney Show
Now on DVD!
Creation or Evolution
What’s the Difference?
Rick & Sidney
Is there evidence for evolution?
Was there a worldwide flood?
What about dinosaurs and fossils?

Songs and humor
for the whole family!

DSA Booktable price: $16
“My road to atheism was paved by science... but, ironically, so was my later journey to
God.” Lee Strobel

48 minutes

A gifted teacher, Rick Thompson’s
conversations with Sidney reveal
Scriptural truth in a fun and memorable manner. Meanwhile, Sidney’s
singing, quick wit and sparkling eyes
captivate the audience.
Sidney’s probing questions are the
ones we all would like to ask. Based
on solid scientific evidence, this lively presentation answers questions
about man’s origin, the flood, earth
history, dinosaurs, and much more in
a way that is humorous and easily
understood by the whole family.

This special edition of the Rick
& Sidney program has been
digitally-remastered!

DSA Booktable price: $15

